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ITA Office Hours:

Monday through Thursday, 9 am to 5 pm (Fridays - CLOSED)
HOLIDAY VARIATIONS:
• Closed at noon on Thursday 12/23
• Closed Friday 12/24
• “Skeleton crew” December 27-30
• Closed Friday 12/31
• Open “normally” again on Monday
January 3rd, 2022

December Calendar
Wednesday, December 1 ~ Nuames North High School Hope Week Event
Friday, December 3 ~ U of U Medical Finals Week De-stress Event
Wednesday, December 8 ~ U of U “Puppies & Pinatas” Event

Friday, December 10 ~ U of U College of Science De-stress Event
Tuesday, December 14 ~ USU “Brain Break” Event
NOTE:

March 13, 2022 ~ MEMBER SCREENINGS (Call for an appointment soon!)
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Service Opportunities ~

Our list of facilities ready to resume services is growing almost daily. Have
you checked out our site ITAVOLUNTEERS.COM yet?
HINT: Use the “Live Chat” feature while you’re on this site to get questions
answered.
We now have 34 facilities open and another 16 on the waiting list, hoping
for ITA teams!
This photo at left is from our aﬃliate Mid South
Therapy Dogs in Memphis. Makes one wonder:
Who is happier at this encounter, medical staﬀ
or therapy dog? Perfect.

“Each moment that
you are happy is
a gift to the rest of
the world.”
- Harry Palmer
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NEW TEAMS

We are delighted to welcome new partners with seven (7) veteran ITA handlers in Salt Lake—in
this case, they are additional partners, because almost all these handlers are already active with
another wonderful ITA partner. Nicely done, everyone!

Carol Bruggers & Finn

(Salt Lake) Carol has been an ITA team with Nellie
since August of 2019.

Peggy Chudd & Gus

(Salt Lake) Peggy has been a member with several of
her Basset Hounds, beginning with Waldo in February
2000.

Judy Curtin & Mya

(Ogden) Judy first joined ITA in
November of 2003.

Susan Daynes &
Kingsley

(Salt Lake) Kingsley
follows on the heels
of Colonel, Diva,
Reggie and Dresden.
Susan joined ITA with
Colonel in June of
2001.

Congratulations to all these cool new teams!
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NEW TEAMS

(cont.)

Deb Graber & Teddy

(Salt Lake) Deb has been an ITA team with
several of her beloved Goldens since November
of 2005.

Karin Kirchhoff & Dori

(Salt Lake) Karin has been an ITA team
with Charlie since December 2013.

Michelle Olden & Tony

(Salt Lake) Michelle came back to
ITA in November of 2016, although
she was first a member with other
kitties way back in 1999.

LEAVING EARTH
Luna, partner of Allison Bedont

(Salt Lake) Gorgeous Great Dane Luna had been very
ill and died after a grand mal seizure on November 4th.
Allison & Luna had been a team since November of
2018, and Luna was just 4 years old. They were a great
team and this is another heartbreaker. We will miss
them.
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OUT & ABOUT

Roger (Kehr) and I have been trying to think of ways to attract more
people to the dogs at the airport—many travelers see a vest on my dog
but they don’t bother to read it (it says, “Please pet me”) and still think
we have service dogs that cannot be approached. Thena (Roger’s dog)
doesn’t like to wear a vest at all, so it’s even more difficult to let people
know she’s available.

So I thought we might try a “sandwich board” sign to attract attention. I decided to keep it as simple as possible—no pictures or logos,
just a simple message. The whole thing only weighs a pound or two,
and I can just bungee-cord it to my backpack. I plan to bring it along
tomorrow so that we can see how it works for attracting people to the dogs. Stay tuned!
– Preston and Fred
This hearty band
of ITA teams did
a great job at
Odyssey Elementary
in November, with
R.E.A.D.ing and
much more: Cindy
Yorgason and Ardi,
Beth Kristenson and
Luna, Tammy Hart
and Quincy, and
Debby McAllister
and Annabelle.

Slowly—very slowly—but surely, our landlords
are remodeling the exterior of our building.
(We understand that the pace has something
to do with supply chain shortages.) We hope
to have our identifying signage replaced soon!
Not to mention how excited we will be to have
Granato’s new food court available!
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$39,000

OUR MATCH
CHALLENGE WENT
THROUGH
Total
THE ROOF! GiftChallenge
Amount

By the end of November we had
blown past the $30,000 match
and been blessed with a beautiful
total of $39,000! Thanks to everyone for your great generosity,
with special shout-outs to Linda
Richards, Karin Kirchhoff and
Roy & Jackie Byrd!!

–$15,000
Thank you, 14,000
thank you, 13,000
12,000
and
11,000
yet again, 10,000
thank you!! 9,000
8,000
7,000
6,000
5,000
4,000
3,000
2,000
1,000

Potential Gift
$30,000 Total
When Match is Met
28,000
November 5th we
26,000 By
were close, having
a total of
24,000 achieved
$26,000.
22,000
20,000
October 31st we
18,000 By
had achieved a total of
16,000 $18,000.
14,000
12,000
10,000
8,000
6,000
4,000
2,000
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MORE
OUT &
ABOUT

Our teams were a
big hit at the
American
Innovations
Academy!
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Dear Karen,
I wanted to thank you and your ITA teams for coming to our
classroom. I feel the students learned a different approach to
animals and their service from your ITA presentation. This year
at our school we have seen a dramatic impact of society and the
current issues affecting our students. We are currently putting
together a new support program for next semester. This would
include having time that would allow students to rotate through
who might need some emotional support from the animals. We
hope you will be able to come weekly for this purpose!
- Kathy Nuttall
American Academy of Innovation
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Why Do Dogs Tilt Their Heads?
New Study Offers Clues; the adorable behavior may be a sign of concentration and memory recall
By Corryn Wetzel
Smithsonian Magazine (November 3, 2021)
Dogs have a seemingly endless list of endearing traits and behaviors, and their curious
head tilt at the sound of human voices is no
exception. Despite our close relationship with
canines, little research has been done into their
head-cocking
behavior. While
conducting a
study on dogs’
ability to learn
words, scientists
stumbled upon
a potential link
between dogs’
memory and
their head tilt,
according to a
new paper published in Animal
Cognition.
“We investigated
the frequency
and direction of this behavior in response to a
specific human verbal vocalization,” says study
author Andrea Sommese, an animal science
researcher at the Eötvös Loránd University
in Budapest. “We did so after realizing that it
often happened when the dogs were listening
to their owners.”
In the study, the Hungarian researchers looked
at the head tilt patterns of both “gifted” and
“typical” dogs. Owners asked their pups to
fetch a specific toy from another room after
being prompted with the toy's name—a com-

mand like, “Bring rope!” for example. While
most dogs struggle to memorize the name of
just two toys, the seven “gifted” dogs—all of
which were border collies—could remember
at least ten different toy names they’d be taught
by researchers.
The team found that dogs that were particularly good at
toy recall tilted
their heads
when hearing
a command
more often
than dogs
who weren’t as
skilled. When
they compared
the pooch’s
response to
a command
from their
owner, gifted
dogs cocked
their heads 43
percent of the time, while typical dogs did so
just 2 percent of the time. It's possible, scientists concluded, that a pup’s endearing head
tilt may be a sign of paying attention or even
matching a name to a visual image in their
head.
Researchers also discovered that dogs usually
cock their head in the same direction regardless of where the owner was standing. The
so-called “right-tilters” and “left-tilters” may be
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Why Do Dogs Tilt Their Heads?
continued from page 9

a matter of individual preference—something
scientists say they want to investigate further.
Earlier studies have found the right side of
dogs’ brains to be more active in processing
positive words and praise, reports Alexis Nedd
for Mashable, which could play a role in tilt
direction.
“The next step is asking more questions to
get at what the head tilt really means,” says
Monique Udell, a human-animal interaction
researcher at Oregon State University who
wasn't involved in the work, to Rachel Fritts
of Science. “Can we use head tilting to predict
word-learning aptitude, or attention, or memory?”
The recent work offers important clues about
the connection between animal cognition and
behavior, but the study authors agree research
is still in the early stages. For now, dog owners
can take comfort in knowing their pup’s head
tilt may be an adorable attempt to better understand us. 
Corryn Wetzel is a freelance science journalist based
in Brooklyn. Her work has also appeared in Audubon
magazine, National Geographic and others.

A Note from the Field

L

ast week at Primary Children’s, Sasha and
I visited with a cute 16-year-old girl who
is losing her battle with cancer, and she has
chosen to stay in the hospital for the rest of
her short life. We’ve seen her a few times and
it’s so heartbreaking, but she has the best attitude. She was doing her makeup when we
first stopped by and wanted us to come back
when she was done. She did a very professional
job! She was fine with me taking a photo and I
didn’t take anything that showed her face.
Sasha stayed with her for half an hour! She was
very content lying on her bed and seemed to
sense the importance of spending time with
this sweet girl.
I love the visits we get to do at
Primary. They seem so much more
important than anything else we
could be doing at that moment. It
means a lot to me.

- Suzanne Doutre
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Another big thank you to the Brickyard Bar for hosting the Halloween Dog Costume Contest for ITA!
Thanks to their staff and patrons, they raised about
$1,500 for ITA!! Please patronize them when you
can—their food is great, too!

Another Valuable Offer for ITA
Members and Friends!
A new and comprehensive pet shopping
site, Infinite Wags, has asked to help ITA
on their site. YOU get 10% off any purchase when you use the code below, and
WE get a $5 donation.
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Help Your Dog Enjoy the Holidays
Five tips for a successful season
Karen B. London PhD in Bark Magazine

T

he holidays bring surprises—both good
and bad—and though there’s no way to
predict exactly what will happen, we do
know that our lives will be different than usual. That’s a given when we travel, take time off
of work or have visitors. It can be hard on our
dogs when the days have a different flow than
they are used to, and the best way to prevent
any changes from leading to trouble is managing the situation to
help dogs through these
trying times.

1

Consider crates, expens and doors to be
your friends. Whether
you are visiting your
favorite dog-loving
aunt and uncle over the
holidays or hosting 15
family members, have
a plan for keeping your
dog away from it all
temporarily. If a tempting turkey is on the table or six children under the age of four are running amuck at the
family gathering, the temporary solution may
be the same—let your dog be somewhere else
in a safe, enclosed spot. Crates and ex-pens
can be a godsend during chaos, but even a
closed door is a gift you can give your dog if
trouble is on one side and your dog is on the
other. Many dogs need experience to learn
to be comfortable when closed off from the
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main event. Practice ahead of time if you can
by giving your dog a Kong stuffed with something incredibly tasty that he can’t resist and
putting him in a safe secluded spot. When you
put your dog in that place for real, not just for
practice, give him that same delicious treat so
he is happy as well as safely protected from
whatever holiday horrors or temptations lurk.

2

Monitor your dog’s
emotional state.
Pay attention to how
your dog is doing so
you know if you must
intervene and make
any changes. If your
dog shows any signs
of stress—licking,
yawning, sweaty paws,
panting when it’s not
hot—try to change
the situation that is
making him anxious.
Similarly, if he becomes
frightened, do your best to separate him from
whatever is scaring him. Fearful dogs may tuck
their tails, pin their ears back, lower their body,
back away or have eyes that look big and dark
or show a moon-shaped white patch on the
side. If your dog looks uncomfortable in any
way, be proactive about trying to alleviate the
trouble before it gets worse.

3

Don’t live in hope and fear. It is horrible to
spend your time thinking, “I hope it will be
okay, but I fear that it will not.” Many people
experience the misery of this sentiment during
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Help Your Dog Enjoy the Holidays continued from page 12
the holidays, and I urge you to avoid it at all
costs. If you are worried about a situation with
your dog, assume that it will NOT be okay,
and take steps to prevent it. That advice applies
whether you suspect that your dog will help
himself to the holiday cookies on the table, are
worried that he will bolt out the door that people keep leaving open, or you have the awful
feeling that your dog will bite your niece if she
grabs his ears one more time. Move the cookies, stand guard at the door or put your dog on
a leash, and for heaven’s sake protect your dog
from any children who are harassing him no
matter how sweet everyone else says those kids
are.

4

Give your dog a break. Allowing your
dog some time away from it all is a good
idea. It can be overwhelming to be around
so many new people, especially in unfamiliar
surroundings. If you can, take the opportunity
to take your dog out for an extra walk or even
to spend some time in a room with just you,
relaxing and being pet. Some dogs love some
alone time, so providing that break may be
as simple as putting your dog in a crate with
something to chew on in another room. Other
dogs may prefer to have additional one-on-one
activities with you. Even dogs who don’t need
much down time at home on a regular day
may be grateful for it during the holidays when
everything is different.

may be too noisy with loud music, or perhaps
too crowded or too full of young children who
will harass or frighten a dog. Maybe your dog
won’t be welcome, and it’s not fair to put him
in a situation where his presence is not wanted.
Too much food within reach may make some
parties a problem for most dogs. Consider
what your dog will face at any holiday festivity
and choose wisely based on that information
whether or not to have your dog participate.
I want you to have a joyous holiday season, and
that is more likely to happen if you are able to
keep your dog happy throughout the festivities.
Karen B. London, Ph.D. is a Certified Applied Animal
Behaviorist and Certified Professional Dog Trainer who specializes in working with dogs with serious behavioral issues,
including aggression. Karen writes the animal column for the
Arizona Daily Sun and is an Adjunct Professor in the Department of Biological Sciences at Northern Arizona University.
She is the author of six books about canine training and behavior, including her most recent, Treat Everyone Like a Dog:
How a Dog Trainer’s World View Can Improve Your Life.

5

Make informed decisions about whether to
bring your dog. Not every event will be a
good match for your dog. If your dog will not
have a good time, don’t bring him. It’s a kindness to avoid situations that will not be positive
experiences for him. There are so many reasons
that holiday events may not be dog-friendly. It
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The Lighter Side

A Fireﬁghter’s Christmas Tree
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ITA MEMORIES

ITA’s Marz, partner of Peggy Nash, in her famous angelic Halloween appearance at HealthSouth.

If I have any belief about immortality, it
is that certain dogs I have known will go to
heaven, and very, very few persons.
- James Thurber
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